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Celebrating 15 years of helping companies realize their full potential by creating lasting equity value.

When Everything is at Stake ®
Your portfolio company is doing "fine" but growth just
never seems to materialize, at least not at the rate you
expected. Your thesis continues to have merit but the
company just can't seem to kick revenue growth into
high gear. Management has tried marketing programs,
adding sales staff, more advertising but the only result
you see is an increased ability to explain why it is not
their fault.
Revenue growth below expectations is often a symptom
of poor management throughout the company. If it were
as simple as just replacing a few sales people, or
even replacing the VP, you'd already be home. It's
not. You need to know what is really going on in the
company and what is really holding them back and the
management team is too close to the fire to be
objective.
For over 15 years, Promontory Point Partners has been
helping portfolio companies achieve their true potential.
We've got the experience you need to get your
investment back on track so that you can realize the
returns that you know are there. We can simply be
your independent advisor or we can take on any interim management role that is needed. How
many more forecasts need to be missed before you take action?
You won't need us often, but when you do we'll prove to be an invaluable resource. When
Everything is at Stake®, call upon Promontory Point Partners. Interim management for
underperforming portfolio companies.

Entering our 16th year, our firm specializes in helping middle-market companies improve their
financial performance for the long term. The key services we offer include Turnaround Consulting,
Interim Management, Profit Improvement, Strategic Realignment, Project Management, and ERP
Implementations.
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